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1.

INTRODUCTION

XLInterp is an add-in for Microsoft Excel that provides a set of new functions, which perform
linear and non-linear interpolation. The functions are useful for extracting data from userdefined tables of values. To maximize versatility, the functions include the following features:
•
•
•
•

valid for one- or two-dimensional tables
can use descriptive labels instead of numeric values to identify an entry in a table
can perform forward and inverse interpolation using the same data
can determine rates of change (partial derivatives)

These functions are useful in calculations that require material properties, or equipment
performance as functions of one, or two variables. Of course, many other uses also exist. The
user should note, however, that the functions perform interpolation not regression. That is,
values returned by the functions are always calculated from straight lines or curves connecting
points that are actually contained in the tables
The Setup program and the installation instructions contained on a separate sheet within the
XLInterp package will guide you through installing the needed files. The package also
includes example files to help you get started. The installation sheet also describes XLInterp’s
computer system requirements.
Please read the Licensing Agreement carefully. Understand that each user of your
spreadsheets must have his own copy of XLInterp. You are not licensed to distribute any of
the files you received with this XLInterp package.
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Chapter 2 - Loading XLInterp

2.

LOADING XLINTERP

You must load the XLInterp add-in to access the interpolating functions from Excel. Loading
an add-in places it into memory and links it to Excel.
To load the add-in, use the following steps:
1. Use the Tools Add-Ins menu selection to start the Add-In Manager.
2. If XLInterp was installed normally, the Add-in Manager will show that “XLInterp for
Excel” is available. If not, you may have to help the Add-In Manager find the file by
using the Browse button.
3. Click the check box next to the “XLInterp for Excel”.
4. Press OK. The Techware copyright notice will appear in the status bar each time the
add-in is loaded.
Once loaded this way using the Add-in Manager, each time you start Excel, the functions will
be loaded automatically. If you wish to unload the functions, use the Add-In Manager to
deselect the add-in. Thereafter, XLInterp will not load until you select it again using the Add-In
Manager as described above.
Once the add-in is loaded, the interpolating functions are available in the same ways as
Excel's built-in functions. That is, they can be typed into cell formulas or they can be inserted
by pressing the fx button while creating a cell equation or using the Formula Paste Function
menu selection. When using either of the two latter methods, the interpolating functions will be
alphabetically sorted in a function category called “Engineering”. The Engineering category is
probably displayed at the bottom of the Category list. Generally, you can use any of the
XLInterp functions in any cell formula. Be sure to prefix the function name with an "="
character if it is the first or only item in a formula.
After installation, the SAMPLES subdirectory to the XLInterp directory created on your hard
disk includes a sample Excel spreadsheet named EXAMPLE.XLS, which makes several typical
calls to the interpolating functions.
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USING THE INTERPOLATING FUNCTIONS

GENERAL APPROACH

XLInterp includes a total of nine functions -- three that perform interpolation and six that derive
partial derivatives. A tenth function, described in section 3.5 Version and Serial Number of this
manual, provides the version and serial numbers of your copy of XLInterp.
To use the XLInterp functions, assemble data in tabular form anywhere on a spreadsheet (see
section 3.2, Data Table Format for the format of these tables). The XLInterp functions will
return values interpolated from within the table for use in cell equations anywhere else on the
spreadsheet. The XLInterp functions can access any number of tables in a spreadsheet. In
fact, the tables don't even have to be in the current workbook. You may find it convenient to
create a library of workbooks containing tabular data that you use frequently. You can use the
XLInterp functions to extract information from these tables without the need to copy the table
to each workbook that requires the data. Note, however, that XLInterp requires any
workbook, which contains a table referenced by one of its functions, to be opened in order for
the functions to work.
The names of all functions begin with “Interp”. The other letters making up the function names
describe the functions’ usage as follows:
R
C
S
T
d

row
column
sheet
table
change (delta)

The sequence of the letters in the function names implies the order of the input parameters
and the type of value the functions return. The names of the three interpolating functions are
listed below with brief descriptions of each function. The functions and their usage syntax are
more fully documented in section 4, Function Reference.
Interpolating functions:
InterpRCT - returns a value interpolated from the data table determined by the input row
value and column value.
InterpRTC - an inverse interpolation function, which returns a column value that would
yield the input table value when interpolated from the data table along with the input
row value.
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InterpCTR - an inverse interpolation function, which returns a row value that would yield
the input table value when interpolated from a table along with the input column value.
Partial derivative functions:
InterpRCdTdC - returns the partial derivative of the data in the table with respect to the
column values at the point determined by interpolating the data in the table using the
input row and column values.
InterpRCdTdR - returns the partial derivative of the data in the table with respect to the
row values at the point determined by interpolating the data in the table using the input
row and column values.
InterpRTdTdC - returns the partial derivative of the data in the table with respect to the
column values at the point determined by inverse interpolation using the input row and
table values.
InterpRTdTdR - returns the partial derivative of the data in the table with respect to the
row values at the point determined by inverse interpolation using the input row and
table values.
InterpCTdTdC - returns the partial derivative of the data in the table with respect to the
column values at the point determined by inverse interpolation using the input column
and table values.
InterpCTdTdR - returns the partial derivative of the data in the table with respect to the
row values at the point determined by inverse interpolation using the input column and
table values.
The functions provided by XLInterp can be used within equations just like Excel’s built-in math
functions. The functions can even be nested. As output, each function returns a single,
floating point result. As inputs, each function requires a reference to the data table, two input
arguments and an optional mode selection argument. Later sections of this chapter describe
the calling syntax and other considerations in using the functions.
3.2 DATA TABLE FORMAT
3.2.1 General Format
The XLInterp functions accept a variety of data table formats. An understanding of these
formats and the associated nomenclature is critical to comprehending this manual.
In general, data tables are arranged in contiguous rows and columns. The first row and the
first column are special because they contain the ‘row values’ and ‘column values,’
respectively. Figure 1 provides a summary of this terminology.
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Column Values

Row
Values

Figure 1 - XLInterp Terminology

Except for certain special circumstances, you should not skip lines or columns when creating
data tables.
In addition to the numerical data table format described here, the XLInterp functions can use
tables with descriptive labels in the row and/or column values.
3.2.2 Tables with Descriptive Labels
Often, it is advantageous to use descriptive labels for row and/or column values. For example,
it would be intuitive to use equipment model numbers as column values in a table of equipment
performance versus temperature. The XLInterp functions accept tables that use such labels
in either column values or row values or in both. Naturally, the functions cannot interpolate or
find derivatives in the dimension using descriptive labels.
The XLInterp functions will return values only when there is a match (ignoring leading or
trailing spaces and ignoring upper/lower case differences) between a label specified in the
function call and a label in the data table. For example, when an XLInterp function is given a
descriptive label as a row argument, the function searches through the row values for a
matching label. If the function finds a row value that matches, it will use data in that row to
determine the return value. If the function searches through the entire data table without
finding a match, the function returns a value of #VALUE to indicate an error.
When an XLInterp function is searching for a label, it ignores any row or column value that is
numeric.
3.3 GENERAL USAGE NOTES
All forward XLInterp functions return values directly from the specified data table when the
input values match exactly with row and column values from the table or when using row and
column labels. Similarly, the inverse XLInterp functions return row or column values directly
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when there is an exact match with data in the table. Otherwise, the functions use linear
interpolation (or, at the user’s option, 4-point non-linear interpolation) between values
contained in the data table. The functions do not use any form of data regression.
3.3.1 Table Search Methods
In setting up data tables, you will find it helpful to understand how the XLInterp functions
locate the data used for interpolating. The forward XLInterp functions search row and column
values in the specified data table in order from first to last (i.e., top to bottom or left to right).
The search stops when the function finds two adjacent values that bracket the function’s
argument (one value greater than the argument and the other smaller). It does not matter
whether the row values are in ascending or descending order. The function then uses the
values in these rows or columns for linear interpolation. For non-linear interpolation, the
function uses four points – usually two on each side of the requested value.
If an XLInterp function searches through the entire range of row or column values finding
neither an exact match nor two bracketing identifier values, the function returns a #VALUE
error.
As a result of these search rules, it does not matter whether row, column or sheet values are in
ascending or descending order. In fact, XLInterp will function properly even if the values
change from ascending to descending order within the same table. If there is more than one
set of adjacent row or column values that bracket the function argument, the function will use
the first one that it finds.
When given a numeric argument, the XLInterp functions ignore row or column values that are
non-numeric. If a search does encounter a non-numeric value, the search starts over
beginning with the next numeric cell. Any numeric row or column values found before the nonnumeric identifier are ignored.
If you wish to include non-numeric data in a table (e.g., units or other labels) put it either before
or after the numeric data but not in between.
3.3.2 Grid Spacing
Row and column values do not have to be uniformly spaced. When working with data that is
non-linear, the interpolation functions yield better results if the grid spacing is selected
appropriately. You may use large differences where appropriate and change to smaller
differences as required. For example, where a curve is fairly straight, a wide grid spacing may
be acceptable. Where curvature is greater, grid spacing should be tighter so that the
interpolating approximations closely follow the actual curve. If the data you are working with is
especially non-linear, use the non-linear interpolation option as it accounts for curvature in the
data. Be sure to include a row or column value wherever there is a break or a knee in a curve.
3.3.3 Multiple Solutions
The XLInterp functions will easily find correct values for y as a function of x in situations like
that shown in Figure 2. However, when using the inverse function (x as a function of y) there
are two correct values for each y. In this case, the XLInterp functions will only find the first
value of x. If this does not suit your needs, break the data into two tables at the function’s
inflection point.
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y

x
Figure 2 - Multiple Solutions

3.3.4 Sharp Changes in Data
You must be careful if the data in your table exhibits a sharp change in direction. These
situations are handled better by use of the linear functions. Be sure to include a row or column
value right at the point of change. Be aware that the non-linear functions will force the curve to
fit the data which will likely yield poor results, especially with the derivative functions.
3.3.5 Discontinuous Data
To control interpolation for discontinuous data, you can take advantage of the fact that the
XLInterp functions restart the search after blank cells or labels when searching for numeric
row or column values. Wherever there is a discontinuity in data, provide a blank row, column,
or sheet within the data table. The XLInterp functions will search values on either side of the
blank independently.
For example, if a function is defined for values between 100 and 200 and between 1000 and
2000 leave a blank column between the 200 and the 1000 columns. When the function
searches across the columns, if the requested value is between 100 and 200 inclusive, the
function will return a valid answer. If the requested value is between 200 and 1000, the
function will encounter the non-numeric column identifier after the 200 column identifier and
begin the search with the next column which is 1000. It will not find a solution and will return
#VALUE. If the requested value is between 1000 and 2000, the function will find a solution
when it resumes its search after the blank column. This method works equally well using
either linear or non-linear interpolating methods.
When non-linear interpolation is specified, the functions use a third-order curve fit using four
values bracketing the requested point. Normally, the four values are selected two above and
two below the selected values. However, when close to the edge of the data table, three of the
four values may be on one side of the selected value. Therefore, you should be aware that
discontinuities as far away as three columns from the requested point can affect the value
calculated using non-linear interpolation.
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3.3.6 One-Dimensional Tables
XLInterp provides functions for two-dimensional tables. If your data is one-dimensional (i.e., a
function of only one variable), simply use the two-dimensional functions with a table that
contains only two columns (or two rows). Use a label for the heading of the column (or row).
When using the XLInterp functions, use that label as the second parameter in the function call.
For example, to use XLInterp to find the specific heat of a gas (e.g., helium) as a function of
temperature create a data table as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Place temperatures in the first column.
Place specific heat data in the second column.
Place a label at the top of the second column such as “He”.
Create a range name for the table including the label row
An XLInterp function call would look like:
=InterpRCT(Table,125, "He","NL")

You could easily extend this table for additional gases by adding columns of data and labeling
each column for its respective gas. When making an XLInterp function call, use the
appropriate label for the desired gas.
3.4

GENERAL SYNTAX

The seven interpolating functions are very similar in their usage and behavior. Therefore, for
the sake of clarity, in this User’s Manual we provide a general description. Please refer to the
XLInterp on-line help for detailed function-specific descriptions.
All the XLInterp functions use a four-input parameter syntax similar to that shown here:
Interpxxx(table-range,rowval,colval,mode)

For all XLInterp functions, the first parameter is any valid range containing a table of data.
This data is the source for all interpolated results. See Chapter 3 for a description of the layout
of data tables.
The remaining parameters can include: a) row value; b) column value; c) table value; or d)
linear/non-linear option switch. The functions require two of the first three types of inputs to
find the third type. The linear/non-linear option can be either numerical or a label. A value of 0
or “L” calls for linear interpolation. A non-zero or “NL” value specifies non-linear interpolation.
The labels can use either upper or lower case. Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of
the specific inputs for each function.
The row and column value parameters can be either numerical or labels depending on the
corresponding contents of the data table. For example, if the first column of a data table
contains numerical values, the row value should be numerical or the function will return
#VALUE. (The function will also return #VALUE if the row value is outside the range of values
in the first column.) Otherwise, if the first column of the data table contains labels, the row
value should be a label or the function will return #VALUE. (The function will also return
#VALUE if the row value does not match one of the labels in the first column of the table.)
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Functions that return a table value are considered ‘forward’ functions since they use the data
table in the conventional way. Functions that take a table value as input are considered
‘inverse’ functions.
3.5 VERSION AND SERIAL NUMBER
There may be new releases of XLInterp to add features or correct problems. Each new
release will have a different version number. Every copy sold also has a unique serial number.
You can identify the version and serial numbers of your copy by using the InterpVer() function.
It takes no arguments -- but parentheses are needed -- and returns a floating point number
containing the information (e.g., 1.012345). The first two digits are the XLInterp version
number. The next five digits make up your copy's serial number.
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4.

FUNCTION REFERENCE

This section contains detailed descriptions of each of the XLInterp functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

InterpRCT
InterpRTC
InterpCTR
InterpRCdTdC
InterpRCdTdR
InterpRTdTdC
InterpRTdTdR
InterpCTdTdC
InterpCTdTdR

This section describes the detailed calling syntax for the functions. Section 3 addresses
generally how the functions search through data tables to calculate return values.
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InterpRCT
InterpRCT(table-range,row-value,col-value[,mode]) interpolates in two dimensions from a table.
Arguments
Description
table-range
is any valid range which represents the location of a table of data from which values will be
interpolated. The first column in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each
row. The first row in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each column. The
cell in the upper left hand corner of the table is ignored.
row-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first column of the table. If the first column of the table contains numerical values row-value
should be a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The row-value should not
be smaller than the minimum value in the first column nor larger than the maximum value in the
first column or the function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first column of the table contains text labels row-value should be a text value or the function
will return a #VALUE error. If the row-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first
column of the table, the function returns a #VALUE error.

col-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first row of the table. If the first row of the table contains numerical values col-value should be
a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The col-value should not be smaller
than the minimum value in the first row nor larger than the maximum value in the first row or the
function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first row of the table contains text col-value should be a text value or the function will return
a #VALUE error. If the col-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first row of the table,
the function returns a #VALUE error.

mode

an optional parameter which determines whether the interpolation is linear or non-linear. A value
of 0 or “L” causes linear interpolation, while a value of 1 or “NL” causes non-linear interpolation.
If the mode argument is omitted, the function uses linear interpolation.

Return Value Description
If the mode is linear:
the function returns a value calculated from the table data using linear interpolation.
If the mode is non-linear:
the function returns a value calculated from the table data using non-linear interpolation.
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InterpRTC
InterpRTC(table-range,row-value,table-value,[mode]) given a row value and a table value, this function finds the
column value which would yield the given table value.
Description
Arguments
table-range
is any valid range which represents the location of a table of data from which values will be
interpolated. The first column in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each
row. The first row in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each column. The
cell in the upper left hand corner of the table is ignored.
row-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first column of the table. If the first column of the table contains numerical values row-value
should be a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The row-value should not
be smaller than the minimum value in the first column nor larger than the maximum value in the
first column or the function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first column of the table contains text labels row-value should be a text value or the function
will return a #VALUE error. If the row-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first
column of the table, the function returns a #VALUE error.

table-value

must be a numerical value within the range of values contained in the table-range.

mode

an optional parameter which determines whether the interpolation is linear or non-linear. A value
of 0 or “L” causes linear interpolation, while a value of 1 or “NL” causes non-linear interpolation.
If the mode argument is omitted, the function uses linear interpolation.

Return Value Description
If the mode is linear:
the function does inverse linear interpolation. It returns a value from within the range of column
values that is the result of the inverse interpolation. This column value, if used together with the
input row value, would return the input table-value if forward linear interpolation were performed
on the table. If the given table-value is outside the range of table values, the function will return a
#VALUE error. If the column identifiers are non-numeric, the function will return a #VALUE error
unless the input table-value exactly equals a value along the given row in which case the function
returns the label above that value.
If the mode is non-linear:
the function does inverse non-linear interpolation. It returns a value from within the range of
column values that is the result of the inverse non-linear interpolation. This column value if used
together with the input row value, would return the input table-value if non-linear interpolation
were performed on the table. If the given table-value is outside the range of table values, the
function will return a #VALUE error. If the column identifiers are non-numeric, the function will
return a #VALUE error unless the input table-value exactly equals a value along the given row in
which case the function returns the label above that value.
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InterpCTR
InterpRTC(table-range,column-value,table-value,[mode]) given a column value and a table value, this function
finds the row value which would yield the given table value.
Description
Arguments
table-range
is any valid range which represents the location of a table of data from which values will be
interpolated. The first column in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each
row. The first row in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each column. The
cell in the upper left hand corner of the table is ignored.
col-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first row of the table. If the first row of the table contains numerical values col-value should be
a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The col-value should not be smaller
than the minimum value in the first row nor larger than the maximum value in the first row or the
function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first row of the table contains text col-value should be a text value or the function will return
a #VALUE error. If the col-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first row of the table,
the function returns a #VALUE error.

table-value

must be a numerical value within the range of values contained in the table-range.

mode

an optional parameter which determines whether the interpolation is linear or non-linear. A value
of 0 or “L” causes linear interpolation, while a value of 1 or “NL” causes non-linear interpolation.
If the mode argument is omitted, the function uses linear interpolation.

Return Value Description
If the mode is linear:
the function does inverse linear interpolation. It returns a value from within the range of row
values that is the result of the inverse interpolation. This row value, if used together with the input
column value, would return the input table-value if forward linear interpolation were performed on
the table. If the given table-value is outside the range of table values, the function will return a
#VALUE error. If the row identifiers are non-numeric, the function will return a #VALUE error
unless the input table-value exactly equals a value in the given column in which case the function
returns the label to the left of that row.
If the mode is non-linear:
the function does inverse non-linear interpolation. It returns a value from within the range of row
values that is the result of the inverse non-linear interpolation. This row value, if used together
with the input column value, would return the input table-value if non-linear interpolation were
performed on the table. If the given table-value is outside the range of table values, the function
will return a #VALUE error. If the row identifiers are non-numeric, the function will return a
#VALUE error unless the input table-value exactly equals a value in the given column in which
case the function returns the label to the left of that row.
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InterpRCdTdC
InterpRTC(table-range,row-value,col-value[,mode]) interpolates in two dimensions from a table and returns the
partial derivative of the table data with respect to the column values.
Description
Arguments
table-range
is any valid range which represents the location of a table of data from which values will be
interpolated. The first column in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each
row. The first row in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each column. The
cell in the upper left hand corner of the table is ignored.
row-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first column of the table. If the first column of the table contains numerical values row-value
should be a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The row-value should not
be smaller than the minimum value in the first column nor larger than the maximum value in the
first column or the function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first column of the table contains text labels row-value should be a text value or the function
will return a #VALUE error. If the row-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first
column of the table, the function returns a #VALUE error.

col-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first row of the table. If the first row of the table contains numerical values col-value should be
a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The col-value should not be smaller
than the minimum value in the first row nor larger than the maximum value in the first row or the
function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first row of the table contains text col-value should be a text value or the function will return
a #VALUE error. If the col-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first row of the table,
the function returns a #VALUE error.

mode

an optional parameter which determines whether the interpolation is linear or non-linear. A value
of 0 or “L” causes linear interpolation, while a value of 1 or “NL” causes non-linear interpolation.
If the mode argument is omitted, the function uses linear interpolation.

Return Value Description
If the mode is linear, then:
the function uses linear interpolation to find a point on each of the two columns bracketing the
column-value corresponding to the input row-value. The function then returns the rate of change
of table values with respect to column values (dTdC). This value is calculated by taking the
difference in table values at those two points and dividing by the difference in the two column
values.
If the mode is non-linear:
the function uses non-linear interpolation to find a point on each of the four columns bracketing
the column-value corresponding to the input row value. The function then fits a third order
polynomial curve through the four points and returns the rate of change of table values with
respect to the column values (dTdC). This value is calculated as the derivative of the polynomial
equation at the point equal to column-value.
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InterpRCdTdR
InterpRCdTdR(table-range,row-value,col-value[,mode]) interpolates in two dimensions from a table and returns
the partial derivative of the table data with respect to the row values.
Description
Arguments
table-range
is any valid range which represents the location of a table of data from which values will be
interpolated. The first column in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each
row. The first row in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each column. The
cell in the upper left hand corner of the table is ignored.
row-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first column of the table. If the first column of the table contains numerical values row-value
should be a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The row-value should not
be smaller than the minimum value in the first column nor larger than the maximum value in the
first column or the function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first column of the table contains text labels row-value should be a text value or the function
will return a #VALUE error. If the row-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first
column of the table, the function returns a #VALUE error.

col-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first row of the table. If the first row of the table contains numerical values col-value should be
a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The col-value should not be smaller
than the minimum value in the first row nor larger than the maximum value in the first row or the
function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first row of the table contains text col-value should be a text value or the function will return
a #VALUE error. If the col-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first row of the table,
the function returns a #VALUE error.

mode

an optional parameter which determines whether the interpolation is linear or non-linear. A value
of 0 or “L” causes linear interpolation, while a value of 1 or “NL” causes non-linear interpolation.
If the mode argument is omitted, the function uses linear interpolation.

Return Value Description
If the mode is linear, then:
the function uses linear interpolation to find a point on each of the two rows bracketing the rowvalue corresponding to the input row value. The function then returns the rate of change of table
values with respect to row values (dTdR). This value us calculated by taking the difference in
table values at those two points and dividing by the difference in row values.
If the mode is non-linear:
the function uses non-linear interpolation to find a point on each of the four rows bracketing the
row-value at a column value equal to col-value. The function then fits a third order polynomial
curve through the four points and calculates the rate of change of table values with respect to row
values (dTdR). This value is calculated as the derivative of the polynomial equation at the point
equal to row-value.
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InterpRTdTdC
InterpRTdTdC(table-range,row-value,table-value,mode) does inverse interpolation using a row-value and a value
from the table data and returns the partial derivative of the table data with respect to the column
values.
Description
Arguments
table-range
is any valid range which represents the location of a table of data from which values will be
interpolated. The first column in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each
row. The first row in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each column. The
cell in the upper left hand corner of the table is ignored.
row-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first column of the table. If the first column of the table contains numerical values row-value
should be a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The row-value should not
be smaller than the minimum value in the first column nor larger than the maximum value in the
first column or the function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first column of the table contains text labels row-value should be a text value or the function
will return a #VALUE error. If the row-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first
column of the table, the function returns a #VALUE error.

table-value

must be a numerical value within the range of values contained in the table-range.

mode

an optional parameter which determines whether the interpolation is linear or non-linear. A value
of 0 or “L” causes linear interpolation, while a value of 1 or “NL” causes non-linear interpolation.
If the mode argument is omitted, the function uses linear interpolation.

Return Value Description
If the mode is linear:
the function uses inverse linear interpolation to find the column value which corresponds to the
input row-value and table-value. Next, the function finds a point on each of the two columns
bracketing the calculated col-value. The function then returns the rate of change of table values
with respect to column values (dTdC). This value is calculated by taking the difference in table
values at those two points and dividing by the difference in column values.
If the mode is non-linear:
the function uses inverse non-linear interpolation to find the column value which corresponds to
the input row-value and table-value. Next, the function finds a point corresponding to row-value
on each of the four columns bracketing the determined column-value. The function fits a third
order polynomial curve to the four points and calculates the rate of change of table values with
respect to column values (dTdC) as the derivative of the polynomial equation at the point equal to
column-value.
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InterpRTdTdR
InterpRTdTdR(table-range,row-value,table-value[,mode]) does inverse interpolation using a row-value and a
value from the table data and returns the partial derivative of the table data with respect to the row
values.
Description
Arguments
table-range
is any valid range which represents the location of a table of data from which values will be
interpolated. The first column in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each
row. The first row in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each column. The
cell in the upper left hand corner of the table is ignored.
row-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first column of the table. If the first column of the table contains numerical values row-value
should be a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The row-value should not
be smaller than the minimum value in the first column nor larger than the maximum value in the
first column or the function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first column of the table contains text labels row-value should be a text value or the function
will return a #VALUE error. If the row-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first
column of the table, the function returns a #VALUE error.

table-value

must be a numerical value within the range of values contained in the table-range.

mode

an optional parameter which determines whether the interpolation is linear or non-linear. A value
of 0 or “L” causes linear interpolation, while a value of 1 or “NL” causes non-linear interpolation.
If the mode argument is omitted, the function uses linear interpolation.

Return Value Description
If the mode is linear:
the function uses inverse linear interpolation to find the column value which corresponds to the
input row-value and table-value. Next, the function finds a point on each of the two rows
bracketing the row-value corresponding to the calculated col-value. The function then returns the
rate of change of table values with respect to row values (dTdR). This value is calculated by
taking the difference in table values at those two points and dividing by the difference in row
values.
If the mode is non-linear:
the function uses inverse non-linear interpolation to find the column value which corresponds to
the input row-value and table-value. Next, the function finds a point corresponding to the
calculated column-value on each of the four rows bracketing the input row-value. The function fits
a third order polynomial curve to the four points and calculates the rate of change of table values
with respect to row values (dTdR) as the derivative of the polynomial equation at the point equal
to row-value.
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InterpCTdTdC
InterpCTdTdC(table-range,col-value,table-value[,mode]) does inverse interpolation using a col-value and a value
from the table data and returns the partial derivative of the table data with respect to column
values.
Description
Arguments
table-range
is any valid range which represents the location of a table of data from which values will be
interpolated. The first column in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each
row. The first row in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each column. The
cell in the upper left hand corner of the table is ignored.
col-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first row of the table. If the first row of the table contains numerical values col-value should be
a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The col-value should not be smaller
than the minimum value in the first row nor larger than the maximum value in the first row or the
function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first row of the table contains text col-value should be a text value or the function will return
a #VALUE error. If the col-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first row of the table,
the function returns a #VALUE error.

table-value

must be a numerical value within the range of values contained in the table-range.

mode

an optional parameter which determines whether the interpolation is linear or non-linear. A value
of 0 or “L” causes linear interpolation, while a value of 1 or “NL” causes non-linear interpolation.
If the mode argument is omitted, the function uses linear interpolation.

Return Value Description
If the mode is linear:
the function uses inverse linear interpolation to find the row value which corresponds to the input
col-value and table-value. Next, the function finds a point on each of the two columns bracketing
the col-value corresponding to the calculated row-value. The function then returns the rate of
change of table values with respect to column values (dTdC). This value is calculated by taking
the difference in table values at those two points and dividing by the difference in column values.
If the mode is non-linear:
the function uses inverse non-linear interpolation to find the row value which corresponds to the
input col-value and table-value. Next, the function finds a point corresponding to the calculated
row-value on each of the four columns bracketing the col-value. The function fits a third order
polynomial curve to the four points and calculates the rate of change of table values with respect
to column values (dTdC) as the derivative of the polynomial equation at the point equal to
col-value.
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InterCTdTdR
InterpCTdTdR(table-range,col-value,table-value[,mode]) does inverse interpolation using a col-value and a value
from the table data and returns the partial derivative of the table data with respect to the row
values.
Description
Arguments
table-range
is any valid range which represents the location of a table of data from which values will be
interpolated. The first column in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each
row. The first row in the table contains the values, which identify the data in each column. The
cell in the upper left hand corner of the table is ignored.
col-value

can be either a numerical value or text. Operation of the function depends upon the contents of
the first row of the table. If the first row of the table contains numerical values col-value should be
a numerical value or the function will return a #VALUE error. The col-value should not be smaller
than the minimum value in the first row nor larger than the maximum value in the first row or the
function will return a #VALUE error.
If the first row of the table contains text col-value should be a text value or the function will return
a #VALUE error. If the col-value does not match the contents of a cell in the first row of the table,
the function returns a #VALUE error.

table-value

must be a numerical value within the range of values contained in the table-range.

mode

an optional parameter which determines whether the interpolation is linear or non-linear. A value
of 0 or “L” causes linear interpolation, while a value of 1 or “NL” causes non-linear interpolation.
If the mode argument is omitted, the function uses linear interpolation.

Return Value Description
If the mode is linear:
the function uses linear interpolation to find the row value which corresponds to the input
col-value and table-value. Next, the function finds a point on each of the two rows bracketing the
calculated row-value corresponding to the input col-value and returns the rate of change of table
values with respect to row values (dTdR). This value is calculated by taking the difference in
table values at those two points and dividing by the difference in row values.
If the mode is non-linear:
the function uses non-linear interpolation to find the row value which corresponds to the input
col-value and table-value. Next, the function finds a point corresponding to the input col-value on
each of the four rows bracketing the calculated row-value. The function fits a third order
polynomial curve to the four points and calculates the rate of change of table values with respect
to row values (dTdR) as the derivative of the polynomial equation at the point equal to the
calculated row-value.
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5.

EXAMPLES

This section offers five examples that are representative of the operation of all the functions.
The examples use the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•

InterpRCT - Example 1, all numeric
InterpRCT - Example 2, numeric and labels
InterpCTR - Example 3
InterpRCdTdC - Example 4
InterpCTdTdR - Example 5
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INTERPRCT - EXAMPLE 1, ALL NUMERIC

The table below, named TABLE1, is defined as cells (A1..F6). It represents a function of two
variables. To make this example meaningful, the table actually represents the enthalpies of
steam as a function of pressure and temperature. The numbers in row 1 represent
temperatures in degrees F, while the numbers in column A represent pressures in psia. The
cells in the area (B2..F5) hold the enthalpy values of steam in Btu/lb.
A
1
2
3
4
5
6

10
50
100
150
200

B

C

400
1240.58
1234.95
1227.36
1219.10
1210.13

D

500
1287.78
1284.11
1279.33
1274.32
1269.04

600
1335.55
1332.92
1329.57
1326.14
1322.61

E
700
1384.05
1382.02
1379.46
1375.88
1374.25

The formula =InterpRCT(TABLE1,60,440,0) entered in any cell finds the enthalpy of steam at
a pressure of 60 psia and a temperature of 440 deg F. In this example, the value returned is
1253.32, rounded to the nearest hundredth. If the last argument in the formula is changed
from a 0 to either a 1 or an “NL”, the function uses non-linear interpolation and returns a value
of 1253.48. It is interesting to note that the ASME steam tables lists the enthalpy of steam at
60 psia and 440 deg F as 1253.5 Btu/lb, rounded to the nearest tenth. Techware’s WinSteam
software returns a more precise value of 1253.51. Even with the coarse table used in this
example, the non-linear function returns an excellent result.
5.2

INTERPRCT - EXAMPLE 2, NUMERIC AND LABEL DATA

The table below, named TABLE2, is defined as cells (A1..D7). It represents the ideal gas
enthalpies of several gases over a temperature range from 50 deg F to 500 deg F. The first
variable, listed in column A, represents the temperatures in deg F. The second variable, listed
in row 1, identifies the different gases, N2, O2, and CO2. The cells in each column below the
gas names hold the values of the ideal gas enthalpies corresponding to the temperatures in
column A.
A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

50
100
200
300
400
500

B
N2
126.36
138.78
163.64
188.58
213.64
238.88

C

D
O2
110.71
121.68
143.79
166.24
189.07
212.32

CO2
86.09
96.16
117.28
139.59
162.96
187.26

The formula =InterpRCT(TABLE2,240,”CO2”,0) entered in any cell finds the ideal gas
enthalpy of CO2 at 240 deg F by linear interpolation as 126.20. If the last argument in the
formula is changed from a 0 to either a 1 or an “NL”, the function uses non-linear interpolation
and returns a value of 126.07. It is interesting to note that Techware’s @Gas software, also
returns a value of 126.07, which indicates that the non-linear interpolation yields excellent
results.
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INTERPCTR - EXAMPLE 3

The table below, named TABLE1, is the same table from Example 1. The numbers in row 1
represent temperatures in degrees F, while the numbers in column A represent pressures in
psia. The cells in the area (B2..F5) hold the enthalpy values of steam in Btu/lb.
A
1
2
3
4
5
6

10
50
100
150
200

B
400
1240.58
1234.95
1227.36
1219.10
1210.13

C
500
1287.78
1284.11
1279.33
1274.32
1269.04

D
600
1335.55
1332.92
1329.57
1326.14
1322.61

E
700
1384.05
1382.02
1379.46
1375.88
1374.25

If you have steam at a given temperature and enthalpy, you can use the InterpCTR function to
find the corresponding pressure. For example, if the temperature of 440 deg F and the
enthalpy is 1253.5 (see Example 1), the formula =InterpCTR(TABLE1,440,1253.5,0) finds the
value of the pressure as defined in the table by using inverse linear interpolation. In this
example, the value returned is 58.6, rounded to the nearest tenth. If the last argument in the
formula is changed from a 0 to either a 1 or an “NL”, the function uses non-linear inverse
interpolation and returns a value of 59.8, rounded to the nearest tenth. Again, even with this
coarse table, the inverse non-linear function returns a good result.
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INTERPRCDTDC - EXAMPLE 4

The table below, named TABLE1, is the same table from Example 1. The numbers in row 1
represent temperatures in degrees F, while the numbers in column A represent pressures in
psia. The cells in the area (B2..F5) hold the enthalpy values of steam in Btu/lb. From
thermodynamics, we know that the specific heat at constant pressure is defined as the
derivative of enthalpy with respect to temperature at constant pressure. So, we can use the
data in TABLE1 to calculate the specific heat.
A
1
2
3
4
5
6

10
50
100
150
200

B
400
1240.58
1234.95
1227.36
1219.10
1210.13

C
500
1287.78
1284.11
1279.33
1274.32
1269.04

D
600
1335.55
1332.92
1329.57
1326.14
1322.61

E
700
1384.05
1382.02
1379.46
1375.88
1374.25

The formula =InterpRCdTdC(TABLE1,60,440,0) finds the value of the derivative of the table
data (enthalpy) with respect to column values (temperature) at a constant row value
(pressure). The function returns a numerical approximation to the specific heat using linear
interpolation. In this example, the rounded return value is 0.4973 Btu/lb/deg F. If the mode is
changed from a 0 to either a 1 or an “NL”, the function uses non-linear interpolation and
returns a value of 0.4976 Btu/lb/deg F. It is interesting to note that the ASME steam tables list
the specific heat of steam at 60 psia and 440 deg F as 0.498 Btu/lb/deg F, and Techware’s
WinSteam function returns a more precise value of 0.4975 Btu/lb/deg F. Even with this coarse
table, the non-linear function returns an excellent result.
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INTERPCTDTDR - EXAMPLE 5

The table below named, TABLE2, is the same table described in Example 2. The first variable,
listed in column A, represents the temperatures in deg F. The second variable, listed in row 1,
identifies the different gases, N2, O2, and CO2. The cells in each column below the gas
names hold the values of the ideal gas enthalpies corresponding to the temperatures in
column A. From thermodynamics, we know that the specific heat at constant pressure is
defined as the derivative of enthalpy with respect to temperature at constant pressure. So, we
can use the data in TABLE2 to calculate the specific heat.
A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

50
100
200
300
400
500

B
N2
126.36
138.78
163.64
188.58
213.64
238.88

C

D
O2
110.71
121.68
143.79
166.24
189.07
212.32

CO2
86.09
96.16
117.28
139.59
162.96
187.26

For example, if we know the gas and its ideal enthalpy, we can find its ideal gas specific heat
using the formula =InterpCTdTdR(TABLE2,”CO2”,126.07,0). "CO2" is the column value,
126.07 is the enthalpy in Btu/lb/deg F and the "0" instructs the function to use linear
interpolation. The function returns a value of 0.223, which represents the specific heat in units
of Btu/lb/deg F. If the last argument in the formula is changed from a 0 to either a 1 or an “NL”,
the function uses non-linear interpolation and returns a value of 0.222 Btu/lb/deg F.

